Theorem. If K = KM then M is a normal extension of K.
This result is of importance in several places in the Galois theory for linear homogeneous difference equations. Theorem 4 of [3] can now be stated in the following form.
Assume K = Km and G is the full Galois group of M/K. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between connected algebraic subgroups of G and intermediate fields which are algebraically closed in M.
If 
Preliminaries.
The following notation is used in the proof. The term "algebraic automorphism" will be used to mean "an automorphism which is not necessarily a difference automorphism."
The proof uses the following lemma [ Lemma. Assume that L is a field o/ characteristic zero and L is an algebraic closure o/ L. 7/ T7 is an irreducible algebraic matrix group in V(L) which is defined by a set 0/polynomials in L [x] and G = Hf\ V(L) then dim G = dim 77. 3 . Proof of the Theorem. Define G to be the transformal Galois group of M/K. We will show first that it is sufficient to prove that G is an algebraic matrix group and that dim G = t.d.(il7, K). Assume that z is in the fixed field of G and L is the algebraic closure in M of K{z). Then L is in the fixed field of Gi, the component of the identity of G. Therefore Gi is contained in the Galois group of M/L. Since Define P to be the subfield of 717 of all periodic elements of M.
P is an algebraic extension of C so PCK. Choose an algebraic closure P* of P. Since P is algebraically closed in K, P* can be chosen compatible with K and with M. Since P* is algebraic over K and K is algebraically closed in M, K(P*) and M are linearly disjoint over K.
Each periodic element of M(P*) can be written uniquely in the form q= 2Za(0p(<) where ali)EM and p is a vector space basis of P*/P. If j is a common period of q and the p^ then af =a(i). Thus a^EP and qEP*. Therefore, the set of periodic elements of M(P*) is P*.
Define M* = M(P*) and K* = K(P*). Define 73* to be the prime reflexive ideal in K* {y} with generic zero a. Extend F to K* [y} and define J*EM*[x] as the image of 73* under 7". Fix a vector space basis w of M*/P*. Define S* to be the set of all R™EP*[x] which appear when each IEJ* is written in the form 7= ^Rmww. Define S* as the ideal generated by S* in P* [x] . Define 77 to be the set of all matrices (p^'">)EV(P*) with the property that there is an algebraic automorphism A of M*/K* so that A(a[i))= ^p^a^.
77 is a group. We will show that 77 is an algebraic group defined by S*. Assume that (p(i'3~>)EH. The algebraic . Therefore /' is a prime ideal with generic zero c=(c(iJ)).
Since the w^ are linearly independent over the periodic elements of M*, they are linearly independent over the periodic elements of any overfield of M* [5, §3]. Therefore S' is a prime ideal with generic zero c.
If DEB' then we may write 7)= X/2<'>k<>> where dU)EK*{y} and u is a vector space basis of M*/K*. Since D(8) = 0 and u is also a vector space basis of M*(ff)/K*(3), d<-»(8) = 0 and d^EB*. Therefore each IE J' can be written in the form ^PW"* with IU)EJ*. Writing /«>= ^7<^>w(A), 7"'*>G-S* we obtain 7=2 7W-*)«U>«;<*>.
Finally we may write M0')w(*) = V pU,k,Dw(.l)} pU.k.l) (=. p*.
Thus,
Therefore S' ES*, S* = S' and 77 is irreducible. Next we will show that 77 is defined by S.
Since 73 EB*, 8 is a solution of 73. Therefore c is a solution of J and hence of S. Therefore SES*, and 77 annuls S.
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Assume pE V(P*) is a solution to S. If co is a vector space basis of K*/K then each DEB* can be written in the form D= ^d^u^, du)EK{y}-Since co is also a vector space basis of M*/M, du)(a) =0 and dU)EB. Therefore each IE J* can be written in the form 7= ^70')co(j'), IU)EJ-Since p is a solution to 5, p is a solution to J. Therefore, p is a solution to 7* and hence to S*. Thus pEH and 77 is the set of solutions to 5 in V(P*).
The hypotheses of the Lemma are satisfied and we obtain dim T7 = dim(77rU/(C)) =dim G. Further, since P* is algebraically closed, dim 77 = dim S*. Since c is a generic zero of S, and P* is an algebraic extension of C, t. 
